SUCCESSFULLY TESTED, SAFE AND SCALABLE, MODULAR SOLUTIONS

DEFENSE AND SECURITY DIVISION OF REDGUARD

SAFE, SECURE, SCALABLE ACCESS CONTROL
RedGuard, the trusted name in modular safe-space is, proud to introduce the next evolution in industrial security. CoverSix, the Defense and Security
Division of RedGuard, has long been known in the industry as a leader in providing blast-resistant and other robust modular buildings. These buildings
have been used as guard shacks, entry-control points, security ofﬁces, and permitting facilities throughout the world. These top-of-the-line buildings can
now include turnstile modules that provide your facility with customizable and scalable access point protection.

CUSTOM MODULAR DESIGNS

INNOVATIVE TURNSTILE MODULES

ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS

Top-end interior amenities with quality and
industry-leading protection. Available as a conventional
robust structure or a blast-resistant building.

Plug and play individual units added to buildings,
provide a scalable, modular, expandable system for
ultimate ﬂexibility and security.

Fully integrated into the building and turnstile
modules, the access controls, cameras, and lighting
are designed to tie seamlessly into existing systems.

CUSTOMIZED SECURITY OFFICES Fully designed and engineered to meet your site-speciﬁc requirements, we offer buildings which can be

blast-resistant, ballistic-protected, or use a robust all-steel structure built for rugged environments. Inside we offer virtually unlimited amenities of a
traditional brick and mortar building from ﬂoor and wall coverings to custom cabinetry and workspaces, even the building size is tailored to your needs.

UNMATCHED FLEXIBILITY

Turnstile modules coupled with our 8x10 Guard shack.

Multiple turnstile modules coupled with our 8x20 Ofﬁce.

SCALABLE TURNSTILE MODULES Turnstile Modules can be added to our high quality security ofﬁces, this provides an extra layer of security and access
control. Our turnstiles attach as auxiliary components creating unlimited scalability to meet the throughput required for your site. In business change is
constant. Our innovative turnstile modules can be added or removed as your future needs dictate.
WORLD CLASS SERVICE From before the sale, throughout the manufacturing process, and even after, our team of highly-trained professionals, project
managers, service techs, and others will ensure that your needs are met. Whether that means delivering a product built in an ISO 9001:2008 certiﬁed
facility or that our on-site service techs keep the buildings fully-functional using our industry-best practices.

READY TO GET STARTED? Give us a call to discuss how CoverSix can provide you with many years of comfort, ﬂexibility and security.
CONTACT US TODAY
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